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My note:

https://web.archive.org/web/20151130202829/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v
=44vzMNG2fZc

As you can see, 80% of "Poor" Male Migrants who want to enforce Sharia Law
and carry out Intifada, or breed out the Evil White Race, or just outright bring
murder to people of Europe, they come with gifts. Many many gifts. They of
course bring in their "poor wives" which as reports say they share with even 20
people at once, like they are animals, infecting many with AIDS and all other
forms of diseases, or sell them outright as cheap whores for as little as 5$ a go.
Might have some relation, don't you think? Only recently, 142,000 people came in
with HIV/AIDS. The percent of which Migrants are involved, seems to be quite
elevated. I read in another research it’s about 30%. Take the jew talk protection
which hampers science out and who knows, it might be 40% or more, in the real
research.

What I know, 142,000 more people will suffer NEEDLESSLY from now on, for all
their lives, just because the jews want forced immigration and assimilation of
Gentile people to go on, or because they followed the jewish doctrines and never
cared about anything. They want to kill us all, after all. The jew will enjoy having
hundreds more of sick victims, filling millions of money to their genocidal agenda,
to further their advances on destroying the whole World.

Leftism, Silent worship or outright worship of the Kosher Jew Karl Marx, making
the Social Marxist doctrine a law to live, the list goes...These people, they have
followed doctrines and rules on how to live, which were made by jews to make us
all extinct. Now, the payday is at hand and it’s only the beginning. Soon, probably
yet another economic collapse.

Who knows what more gifts will come due to the Migrants, except of outright
killing of people in the streets, blood in every neighborhood, rape, trafficking,
disease and economic collapse. The jews have staged this out perfectly, or so
they think.

As for the news, it’s glaringly evident that one cannot know the naked Truth with
the jews on the media and so forth. Make sure to visit the best available sources.
_______________________________________________________________

https://web.archive.org/web/20170720072119/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic12204.html#p60377
https://web.archive.org/web/20151130202829/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44vzMNG2fZc
https://web.archive.org/web/20151130202829/https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=44vzMNG2fZc


https://web.archive.org/web/20170721163728/http://www.breitbart.com/london/20
15/11/27/world-health-org-hiv-europe-time-high-migrant-high-risk/

Europe has seen 142,000 new infections of HIV this year, the virus which causes
AIDS — the highest number in one year ever.

Although the rising rates of transmission due to heterosexual intercourse and
careless use of unclean drug paraphernalia has been cited in the media as
causing the rise, gay sex between men is still the main source of the virus
spread.

Speaking of the rise in infections, World Health Organization director for Europe
Dr Zsuzsanna Jakab said: Despite all the efforts to fight HIV, this year the
European Region has reached over 142,000 new HIV infections, the highest
number ever… this is a serious concern”.

In a remarkable admission, the director named migrants travelling across Europe
as being a particular risk for spreading HIV in the continent, reports The
Independent. He blamed this on “social exclusion” felt by migrants which made
them more likely to engage in risky behavior, and the reluctance of many
European nations to hand out free health care to transient populations.

A third of all new HIV diagnoses in Europe are to migrants and non-native
Europeans, despite only accounting for a fraction of the population.

To help limit the spread of the potentially fatal virus, Dr. Jakab called on
European nations to offer free HIV treatment to all, regardless of their origin and
nationality. He said: “This is also the safest way to protect the resident population
from HIV infection”.

The new report on HIV prevalence in Europe is co-authored by the European
Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC), and director Andrea Ammon
also has advice for the nations. She said the best way to prevent infection was to
give free condoms to high risk groups — including migrants. Remaking on the
report, Dr. Ammon said: “Europe has to scale up its efforts to reach out to this
group.

“This includes looking at new strategies such as pre-exposure prophylaxis for
HIV and access to care for EU citizens residing in other EU countries”.
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